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Acrostic
My father

carried me on his shoulders
when tired legs refused to walk

hugged away my tears 
when I woke in the dark alone

forever my rock in times of need

Kennings
Hard worker

Income earner
Lawn mower
Fence painter

Car driver
Reluctant walker

Smell maker
Nose picker 
My winner

Cinquain
My dad
is my hero;
he’s strong, clever and kind.
Where would I be without his love?
My dad

Haiku
My dad is my world

I orbit around his love
I am his bright star

Similes
His smile is as warm as the midday sun
His laugh as contagious as a stifled yawn    
His eyes twinkle as brightly as the furthest stars
His hugs comfort us like the softest of blankets
His voice soothes us like a warm bubble bath 
Yet it can also be as booming as a big bass drum
His love for us is as deep as the deepest, bluest oceans
To us he will always be our number one.

Metaphors
My dad is my anchor; my comfort blanket; my safety net

A whirlwind of chaos, laughter and fun.
A bright, colourful rainbow after the fiercest of downpours

A safe, calm harbour until the storm is done. 
Sometimes he’s a grizzly bear or a fearsome raging bull

Yet the tickle monster soon returns
My dad; my one in a million.
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Father’s Day Poetry – Comprehension

Section A

1. Why was the poet crying?  

2. Change the phrase ‘bright star’ for something else that has a similar meaning and 
the same number of syllables.  

3. What do you think a hero is?  

4. Which TWO adjectives describe the oceans?  

5. Which is your favourite phrase?  Why is that?  

6. Identify the rhyming words in this poem.  
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Section B

7. What does the phrase ‘hugged away my tears’ mean?  

8. What do you think the poet means when they say ‘my dad is my world’?

9. What is the purpose of the question?  

10. Which simile from the poem do you like best?  Explain why.  

11. Can you think of two more phrases to describe a father?  

12. What is dad compared to when he is cross or angry?  
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Section C

13. How is this poem different from a typical acrostic poem? 

14. What does the word ‘orbit’ mean?  

15. Replace the words ‘strong’, ‘clever’ and ‘kind’ with suitable replacements.  Ensure 
that the line retains the same amount of syllables.  

16. What does the word ‘contagious’ mean?  

17. What are the features of a kennings poem?  

18. Which metaphor do you like best?  Explain why.  
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Section D

19. Why do you think the poet compares the father to a rock?  

20. What are the features of a haiku?  

21. What are the features of a cinquain?  

22. Explain what a simile is.  

23. What is an ‘income earner’?  

24. Explain what a metaphor is.  
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Father’s Day Poetry – Challenge Activity

Section A

Use the word bank below to complete these common similes.

Section B
Complete these sentences with your own choice of simile.
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post lion whistle swan

bee ice bone button
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As dry as a

As brave as a

As graceful as a

As busy as a

As deaf as a

As bright as a

As clean as a

As cold as

The floor was as slippery as 

The burnt biscuits were as hard as

The dress was as white as 

The sprinter was as fast as 

The water felt as cold as 

The boy trembled like 

The kite soared into the air like

The children ran like
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Father’s Day Poetry – Challenge Activity
Section C

Decide whether the sentences below are an example of a simile or a metaphor.

Section D

Choose a member of your family and write your own metaphors to describe them.
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simile metaphor

His face was as round as the sun.

The hug was as comforting as a mug of hot chocolate.

The teacher was a whirlwind of activity.

The clouds were ghosts, floating through the night sky.

The torch shone through the fog like a beacon of hope.

The goalkeeper was a man-mountain.

Her feet felt like blocks of ice

The moon was a gleaming torch, lighting up the night.
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